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What we’ll cover today

◮ Joint probability distributions

◮ Marginalization

◮ Introduction to graphical models
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Joint probability distributions

◮ Very often we want to use probability and statistics to
describe the relationship between variables

◮ The theoretical apparatus we’ll very often use to do this is the
joint probability distribution over N > 1 random
variables

◮ We write the joint density for X1,X2, · · · ,XN as

p(X1 = x1,X2 = x2, · · · ,XN = xn)

or simply as

p(x1, x2, · · · , xn)
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Marginalization
◮ Often we’ll be given joint density functions, but we want to
“ignore” some of the variables at a particular moment

◮ The density over the variables we don’t want to ignore is
called the marginal density

◮ If we have P(X ,Y ), the marginal density on X is

P(X = x) =
∑

y

P(x , y)

=
∑

y

P(X = x |Y = y)P(y)

if Y is discrete, or

p(X = x) =

∫

y

p(x , y) dy

=

∫

y

p(X = x |Y = y)p(y) dy



Example of marginalization

◮ Our hypothetical table of word-order and object type
probabilities from historical English:

Pronoun Not Pronoun

Object Preverbal 0.224 0.655
Object Postverbal 0.014 0.107

◮ The marginal density over word order X :

P(X = x) =

{

0.224 + 0.655 = 0.879 x = Preverbal

0.014 + 0.107 = 0.121 x = Postverbal
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Directed graphical models

◮ A lot of the interesting joint probability distributions in the
study of language involve conditional independencies among
the variables

◮ So next I’ll introduce you to a general framework for
specifying conditional independencies among collections of
random variables

◮ It won’t allow us to express all possible independencies that
may hold, but it goes a long way

◮ And I hope that you’ll agree with me that the framework is
intuitive too!
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An example

◮ One of many sources of ambiguity in natural language
understanding: speech acts Austin (1962)

◮ “It’s cold in here” is ambiguous in its intended illocutionary
(communicative) force

◮ It could simply be a statement of the speaker’s current
feeling

◮ Alternatively, it could be a request to the listener to
ameliorate their condition

◮ In natural language understanding, many aspects of
contextcontext may be useful in accurately identifying the
intended message
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Casting the example in a DAG

◮ In the rest of this course we will see a number of directed
acyclic graphical models (DAGs, also called“Bayes
nets”)

◮ We’ll illustrate the current example as a DAG



An example

F :
request?

U: “it’s
cold”

G : looking
at window



DAGS/Bayes Nets as constraints on dependencies

F :

request?

U: “it’s

cold”

G: looking

at window

◮ Informal statement of semantics of a Bayes Net:

Any node Xi is conditionally independent of its

non-descendants given its parents.

◮ If nodes X1 . . .Xk are“upstream”of node Y , but only nodes
X1 . . .Xj are parents of Y , then
P(Y |X1 . . .Xk) = P(Y |X1 . . .Xj)

◮ Thus P(F ,U,G ) = P(F )P(U|F )P(G |F ) in this Bayes Net
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Formally assessing conditional independence in Bayes Nets

◮ The comprehensive criterion for assessing conditional
independence is known as D-separation.

◮ A path between two disjoint node sets A and B is a sequence
of edges connecting some node in A with some node in B

◮ Any node on a given path has converging arrows if two
edges on the path connect to it and point to it.

◮ A node on the path has non-converging arrows if two
edges on the path connect to it, but at least one does not
point to it.

◮ A third disjoint node set C d-separates A and B if for every
path between A and B, either:

1. there is some node on the path with converging arrows which
is not in C ; or

2. there is some node on the path whose arrows do not converge
and which is in C .



Major types of d-separation

C d-separates A and B if for every path between A and B, either:

1. there is some node on the path with converging arrows which is not in C ;

or

2. there is some node on the path whose arrows do not converge and which

is in C .

Common-cause
d-separation

Intervening
d-separation

Explaining away:
no d-separation

D-separation in
the absence of
knowledge of C

C

A B

A C B

A B

C

A B

C
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An example of explaining away
I saw an exhibition about the, uh. . .

There are several causes of disfluency, including:

◮ An upcoming word is difficult to produce (e.g., low frequency,
astrolabe)

◮ The speaker’s attention was distracted by something in the
non-linguistic environment

A reasonable graphical model:

W: hard

word?

A:

attention

distracted?

D:

disfluency?
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An example of explaining away

W: hard

word?

A:

attention

distracted?

D:

disfluency?

◮ Without knowledge of D, there’s no reason to expect that W
and A are correlated

◮ But hearing a disfluency demands a cause

◮ Knowing that there was a distraction explains away the
disfluency, reducing the probability that the speaker was
planning to utter a hard word
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W : hard
word?

A:
attention
distracted?

D:
disfluency?

◮ Let’s suppose that both hard words and
distractions are unusual, the latter more
so

P(W = hard) = 0.25

P(A = distracted) = 0.15



An example of the disfluency model

W : hard
word?

A:
attention
distracted?

D:
disfluency?

◮ Let’s suppose that both hard words and
distractions are unusual, the latter more
so

P(W = hard) = 0.25

P(A = distracted) = 0.15

◮ Hard words and distractions both induce
disfluencies; having both makes a
disfluency really likely

W A D=no disfluency D=disfluency
easy undistracted 0.99 0.01
easy distracted 0.7 0.3
hard undistracted 0.85 0.15
hard distracted 0.4 0.6
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An example of the disfluency model

W : hard
word?

A:
attention
distracted?

D:
disfluency?

P(W = hard) = 0.25

P(A = distracted) = 0.15

W A D=no disfluency D=disfluency
easy undistracted 0.99 0.01
easy distracted 0.7 0.3
hard undistracted 0.85 0.15
hard distracted 0.4 0.6

◮ Suppose that we observe the speaker uttering a disfluency,
and we also know that her attention is distracted. What is
P(W = hard|D = disfluent,A = distracted)?

◮ Now suppose we do not know whether her attention is
distracted. What is P(W = hard|D = disfluent)?



An example of the disfluency model

P(W = hard|D = disfluent,A = distracted)

hard W=hard
easy W=easy
disfl D=disfluent
distr A=distracted
undistr A=undistracted

P(hard|disfl, distr) =
P(disfl|hard, distr)P(hard|distr)

P(disfl|distr)
(Bayes’ Rule)

=
P(disfl|hard, distr)P(hard)

P(disfl|distr)
(Independence from the DAG)

P(disfl|distr) =
∑

w′

P(disfl|W = w
′
)P(W = w

′
) (Marginalization)

= P(disfl|hard)P(hard) + P(disfl|easy)P(easy)

= 0.6 × 0.25 + 0.3 × 0.75

= 0.375

P(hard|disfl, distr) =
0.6 × 0.25

0.375

= 0.4



An example of the disfluency model
P(W = hard|D = disfluent)

P(hard|disfl) =
P(disfl|hard)P(hard)

P(disfl)
(Bayes’ Rule)

P(disfl|hard) =
∑

a′

P(disfl|A = a
′
, hard)P(A = a

′
|hard)

= P(disfl|A = distr, hard)P(A = distr|hard) + P(disfl|undistr, hard)P(undistr|hard)

= 0.6 × 0.15 + 0.15 × 0.85

= 0.2175

P(disfl) =
∑

w′

P(disfl|W = w
′
)P(W = w

′
)

= P(disfl|hard)P(hard) + P(disfl|easy)P(easy)

P(disfl|easy) =
∑

a′

P(disfl|A = a
′
, easy)P(A = a

′
|easy)

= P(disfl|A = distr, easy)P(A = distr|easy) + P(disfl|undistr, easy)P(undistr|easy)

= 0.3 × 0.15 + 0.01 × 0.85

= 0.0535

P(disfl) = 0.2175 × 0.25 + 0.0535 × 0.75

= 0.0945

P(hard|disfl) =
0.2175 × 0.25

0.0945

= 0.575396825396825
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An example of the disfluency model

◮ In this model, knowing that the speaker was distracted
decreased the probability that the speaker was about to utter
a hard word

◮ But this result depends on the values one finds in the
probability table!

P(W )
P(A)
P(D|W ,A)
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Summary

◮ DAGs/Bayes Nets are a broad class of models for specifying
probability distributions with conditional independencies

◮ They are conceptually intuitive and have nice mathematical
properties (modularity)

◮ We’ll use them to explain a number of upcoming models in
class

◮ Classic references: Pearl (1988, 2000); Jordan (1998); Russell
and Norvig (2003, Chapter 14); Bishop (2006, Chapter 8).
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